Aggregagent Publishers
## Aggregagent in Lebanon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Titles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HEALTH SCIENCES</td>
<td>118 TITLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE SCIENCES</td>
<td>94 TITLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHYSICAL SCIENCES</td>
<td>120 TITLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOCIAL SCIENCES</td>
<td>252 TITLES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALPSP COMPLETE</td>
<td>383 TITLES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Health Sciences

Journal of Clinical Oncology
IF 24.008

Journal of the American Society of Nephrology
IF 8.966

Journal of Endocrinology
IF 4.706

Nanomedicine
IF 4.727

International Journal of Sports Physiology and Performance
IF 1.946

Journal of Alzheimer’s disease
IF 3.731
Physical Sciences

Journal of Guidance, Control and Dynamics  IF 1.856

Philosophical Transactions A: Mathematical, Physical and Engineering Sciences  IF 2.970

Integrated Computer-Aided Engineering  IF 5.264

International Journal of Neural Systems  IF 6.333

Mathematical Models and Methods in Applied Science  IF 2.860

Journal of Royal Society Interface  IF 3.579
ALPSP Collections

ALPSP Complete 383 TITLES

ALPSP Archaeology and History 43 TITLES
ALPSP Law 22 TITLES
ALPSP Life Sciences 108 TITLES
ALPSP Linguistics and Arts 91 TITLES
ALPSP Medicine 73 TITLES
ALPSP Religion and Philosophy 51 TITLES
ALPSP Science 142 TITLES
ALPSP Social Sciences 88 TITLES
ALPSP Technology 53 TITLES
Publishers - MENA

1. American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
2. American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA)
3. American Physiological Society (APS)
4. American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE)
5. American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO)
6. American Society for Microbiology (ASM)
7. American Society of Nephrology (ASN)
8. Annual Reviews (AR)
9. Canadian Science Publishing (CSP)
10. F1000
11. Geological Society of London (GSL)
12. Geo Science World (GSW)
13. International Monetary Fund (IMF)
15. IOS Press (IOS)
16. Mary Ann Liebert (MAL)
17. MIT Press (MITP)
18. MIT Sloan Management Review (MIT-SMR)
19. Press Reader
20. RemoteXs
21. Rockefeller University Press (RUP)
22. Royal Society Publishing (RS)
23. Society of Bone and Joints Surgery (SBJS)
24. SPIE
27. University of Chicago Press (UChicP)
AAP (American Academy of Pediatrics)


- Pediatrics Journal #1 cited journal in the world, impact factor of 5.391, highest 5 year impact factor of Pediatric journals.
- Pediatrics in Review is among top journals in the field
- AAP News is the official newsmagazine of the American Academy of Pediatric

American Academy of Pediatrics
DEDICATED TO THE HEALTH OF ALL CHILDREN
AIAA (American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)

https://www.aiaa.org/

- World’s #1 source of Aerospace information
- Top journals and e-books in the field
- Valuable conferences proceedings
APS (American Physiological Society)

http://www.the-aps.org/

- Covering Medicine, Sports Medicine, Nursing, Education, Women's Studies, Sociology, Public Affairs/Public Health, AJP is among top journals in the field
- JAP is A leader in its field, the Journal of Applied Physiology publishes original papers that deal with normal or abnormal functions
- All 13 journals and e-books collection are ranked, reviewed and cited among top of their specialties
ASCO (American Society of Clinical Oncology)

http://www.asco.org/

• Journal of Clinical Oncology is the flagship journal of ASCO
• JCO is recognized as a leader in reach, readership, impact and influence
• Journal of Oncology Practice provides practicing oncologists with timely health research information
ASCE (American Society of Civil Engineers)

http://www.asce.org/

- Founded 1852 with more than 150,000 members from 177 countries, ASCE is the oldest engineering society of the world.
- ASCE publishes top content including journals, books, proceedings and standards.
ASM (American Society for Microbiology)

https://www.asm.org/index.php/press

- The American Society for Microbiology is the largest single life science society, composed of over 47,000 scientists and health professionals
- With over 90 years of experience, ASM journals continue to be an authoritative source for the latest in microbiology research
- Microbiology boasts big names in the history of science: Pasteur, Koch, Fleming, Leeuwenhoek, Lister, Jenner and Salk. Within the 20th century, a third of all Nobel Prizes in Physiology or Medicine have been awarded to microbiologists.
ASN (American Society of Nephrology)

http://www.asn-online.org/

- JASN is the premier journal of The American Society of Nephrology, and the leading kidney journal in the world with impact factor of 8.228
- CJASN ranked 13 out of all 55 nephrology/urology journals in the immediacy index
AR (Annual Reviews)

http://www.annualreviews.org/

- Annual Reviews journals have guided scholars to essential research since 1932
- 21 Annual Reviews journals are in the top 100
- Wide range including Biomedical/Life, Physical, Social Sciences and Economics
Canadian Science Publishing (CSP)

http://www.cdnsciencepub.com/

- CSP began research in 1929 and serving global scientific community since then
- Available across 175 countries across the world
- High quality peer reviewed titles including Open Access titles
F1000

http://f1000.com/

- **F1000 Research** is an open science publishing platform offering immediate publication of articles, posters and slides with no editorial bias. All articles benefit from transparent peer review and the inclusion of all source data.
  https://f1000research.com/

- **F1000 Prime** is composed of 5,000 Faculty Members – senior scientists and leading experts in all areas of biology and medicine – plus their associates. The Faculty recommends the “**most important articles**” rating them and providing short explanations for their selections.
  http://f1000.com/prime

- **F1000 Workspace** is a better way of discover, read, annotate, write and share scientific research.
  http://f1000.com/work/
GSL (Geological Society of London)


- Lyell Collection
- Database
- E books
- GEOFACETS

- The oldest Geological Society in the world, founded in 1807
- Lyell Collection launched in 2007 to celebrate 200 years of the Geological Society of London, the Lyell Collection is an online collection comprising of the Society’s journal titles, Special Publications and key book series
GSW (Geo Science World)

http://www.gswhome.org/

- **Database**
  - One platform with +40 journals from 27 publishers
- **E books**
  - +3 million abstracts and links to resources indexed by the American GeoSciences Institute in GeoRef
- **E journals**
  - GSW eBooks new collection with approximately 1,050 titles from 10 publishers, trials will be available starting in Jan 14
- **GeoRef**
IMF (International Monetary Fund)

Http://www.imf.org/external/index.htm

• IMF eLibrary
• Books, Analytical Papers
• Periodicals, Reports Collection
• IMF Statistics

• IMF eLibrary is an integrated online research platform that gives subscribers a crucial business edge when researching, analyzing and forecasting economic and financial trends and investment prospects
ISPG (Independent Scholarly Publishers Group)

http://www.dragonflypubservices.com/partners

- American Association for Clinical Chemistry
- American Society of Animal Science
- American Society of Neuroradiology
- American Society for Nutrition
- American Speech-Language-Hearing Association-BioScientifica
- British Society of Bone and Joint Surgery
- Duke University Press
- American Societies for Experimental Biology
- The Royal College of Psychiatrists
- Society for the Study of Reproduction
- Society of Nuclear Medicine
- American Academy of Pediatrics
- American Society of Clinical Oncology
- American Society for Cell Biology
- American Society for Pharmacology
- The Company of Biologists
- European Respiratory Society
- Genetics Society of America
- Health Affairs

Consortia, large collection library suppliers around the globe
http://www.iospress.nl/catalogue/journals/

- Ranked among top STM publishers, more than 100 journals, 900 e-books and 2500 print books
- Covering several domains including medicine, Neuroscience, Pediatrics, Computer, Engineering, Mathematics, and Social Science.
MAL (Mary Ann Liebert)

http://www.liebertpub.com/

• Wide range of journals covering Biotech, Biomedical, Clinical Medicine, Alternative Medicine, Public Health, Nursing and Allied Health
• Customized collection of titles is available to suit the specific needs of your end-users
• High impact factors in the field
MIT Press (MITP)

https://mitpress.mit.edu/

- MIT Press is the only press in the US with titles based on Science & Technology
- More than 30 journals and 220 books, top quality with high ranking
- Subjects range arts, humanities, economics, int’l affairs, history, political science, science & technology
MIT-Sloan Management review (MITSMR)

http://sloanreview.mit.edu/

• MIT Sloan Management Review has been a forum for business-management innovators since 1959
• Covers Data & Analytics, Innovation, Leadership, Management, Marketing, Operations, Strategy and Sustainability
Press Reader

www.pressreader.com

• the world’s largest online newspaper kiosk, where you can browse and read hundreds of full content premium newspapers and magazines from around the globe

• Press Reader provides advanced digital features such as interactive tables of content, full graphics and text views, foreign language translation capabilities, cross-title searching, sharing of articles through email or blog postings, bookmarks, advanced search and monitoring, article and page printing.

• Available through computers, tablets and smart phones
RemoteXs

http://www.eclateng.com/remotexs

- RemoteXs has enabled all leading institutions (academic or research) in optimizing usage of the precious eResources and nurturing research interests of faculty and their students

- Key Features:
  - Management dashboard
  - Secure and dependable
  - Comprehensive reporting module for decision making
  - Integrated eMail service
    - Flexible
  - Responsive multimedia capability to provide SDI services
    - Interactive content management
RUP (Rockefeller University Press)

http://www.rupress.org/

- The Journal of Cell Biology is an international peer-reviewed journal owned by The Rockefeller University, started 1955
- JGP began 1918 ranks among the top in the field of with major emphasis on physiological problems at the cellular and molecular level
- JEM started 1896 and is a leading journal in the field of immunology and experimental medicine
The Royal Society is a Fellowship of the world’s most eminent scientists and is the OLDEST scientific in continuous existence.

- RS publishes top ranking journals, e-books and reports.
- Philosophical Transactions A & B, Biology Letters, Open Biology, Proceedings A & B are among their high ranked and of high impact factors journals.

http://royalsocietypublishing.org/
SBJS (Society of Bone and Joints Surgery)

http://www.boneandjoint.org.uk/site/publications

- The Bone & Joint Journal is very high ranked with Impact Factor of 2.735
- Major provider of content and services for the orthopedics community
SPIE

https://spie.org/

• SPIE is the international society for optics and photonics with interdisciplinary approach to the science and application of light
• More than 350 conferences worldwide
• SPIE Digital Library contains more than 475,000 papers spanning biomedicine, communications, sensors, electronics, energy, defense and security
• Digital Library includes Conference Proceedings, Journals and E-books
Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory U.S. (KLI)

http://www.kluwerlaw.com/

- Kluwer Law Online
- Kluwer Arbitration Online
- Kluwer Competition Online
- Kluwer IP Law Online
- Kluwer Tax Law

- Among top law content built on an Online platform for journals and loosleafs/ manuals
- Top books, journals and updates of arbitration
- Best source of competition, IP, Patent and Copyright Law
University of California Press (UCP)

http://www.ucpress.edu/

- UCP is a non-profit publishing arm of University of California
- Over 100 years of publishing in multiple fields of study
- Publishes more than 175 new books and 35 multi-issue journals across humanities, social sciences and natural sciences
University of Chicago Press (UChicP)

http://www.press.uchicago.edu/index.html

- Started 1890 as one of the main divisions of the University of Chicago
- More than 70 journals, many of which are the first scholarly publications in their respective fields
- Journals cover Art, History, Economics, Education, Humanities, Law, Social Sciences and Medical Sciences
Questions?

Mobile: +966551149926
E-Mail: info@dev-base.net
https://www.dev-base.net